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DEVELOPMENT NEEDS FOR THE TAR NETWORK

7.

It is the purpose of this sE~ction to identify the physical needs and associated costs
of a programme to upgrade existing TAR Links, or to construct new TAR Links, for that part
of the subregional TAR under consideration in this Volume, in conformity with the minimum
technical and operational standards identified and recommended in Section 4. This
programme would be designed to accomodate the projected traffic in the TAR network of
the subregion over the next 20 years.

The four major objectives of such a programme are to:

Allow the transport by rail of high cube (9ft high) and super high cube
(9ft 6 ins high) containers;

(a)

Increase maXimlJm permissible axle loads to at least 15 tannes;(b)

Increase maximum speeds for container carrying freight trains to 70
km/hour ; and

(c)

Increase line capacities to accomodate forecasted traffic growth.(d)

Additionally, this section addresses the needs of railway systems participating in
container transport services in the TAR corridor for adequate numbers of specialized
rolling stock and locomotives to handle the forecast container movement task over a 20 year

period.

Network Upgrading to Handle High Profile Containers7.1

The current structure and vehicle outline dimensions applicable in all participating
countries were reviewed in Section 5. The physical work (and associated expenditures)
necessary to modify structures in order to provide sufficicient dimensional clearance to
permit the passage of high profile containers in each country is considered below.

711 Thailand

As already mentioned in Section 5, the State Railway of Thailand has already
undertaken an extensive programme of structure gauge enlargement in order to remove all
obstacles which might interfere with the transport of high profile containers.

At present, there remain only 6 bridges on the Bangkok-Padang Besar line (TAR
Link T.1) and 4 on the Bangkok-Aranyaprathet line (TAR Link T.3) to be modified, at an
estimated cost of US$ 300,000. Irlcluded in this cost is the value of minor work to be done
on 18 bridges along the two TAR links in order to ensure a minimum gap between the
structure gauge and the outside dimensions of super high cube containers loaded on
standard height (1,010 mm) flat ",agons.
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a judgement about the number of such wagons required over the 20 year forecasttimeframe.

Using similar assumptions to those used in the case of Cambodia, the numbers
of low floor wagons required for container feeder services between Haiphong and Hanoi
would be 1 unit in 2000, 3 units in 2005, 5 units in 2010 and 9 units in 2015.2 Purchase of
these wagons would require expenditures of US$ 100,000 in 1999, US$ 200,000 in 2004
and 2009, and US$ 400,000 in 2014.

7.1.4 Yunnan Province of Clhina

It is understood that the new TAR links being proposed for construction in Yunnan
Province (Y.1 and Y.2) will have a structure gauge providing ample clearance for the
passage of super high cube containers mounted on standard height flat wagons. Although
no specific details were provided, it was indicated during discussions with officials of the
Yunnan Railway General Corporation that the metre gauge TAR Link Y.3 (Kunming-Hekou)
is unable to accomodate high profile containers. The use of low floor wagons would provide
a solution to this problem, but in view of the possibility that this link may be reconstructed
with a track of 1435 mm gauge, it is likely that the problem will be automatically eliminated
in the longer term.

7.1.5 Myanmar

Throughout the nominated TAR links in Myanmar, outline gauges are very
restricted, and indeed are unable to accomodate even 8 ft high containers mounted on
standard height (1,010 mm) container flat wagons. The restrictions are presented by
bridges, as there are no tunnels on the nominated TAR links. Any attempt to modify these
bridges would need to take account of their current condition. According to the Myanmar
Comprehensive Transport Study of 1993, most of the bridges on the Mandalay line (TAR
Link 8.1) are old and it is probable that in the longer term their repair would be more
expensive than their replacement with lower maintenance concrete bridges. The costs of
repairing these bridges would in any event be inflated by the costs associated with having
to replace their weak and inadequate foundations.

The conclusions of the foregoing study would appear to have stong merit, as well
as the further advantage that bridge replacement would effectively remove physical
restrictions on the conveyance of high profile containers, while at the same time allowing
axle loads and train speeds to be increased.

In order to prepare a cost estimate of the required bridge replacement work, a
factor of 0.7 was applied to the combined length of all bridges on the TAR links. The reason
for this is that some of the existing openings could be abandoned or reduced in size
because of new hydrological deve~lopments. The combined length of many existing short-
span bridges can also be reduce(j without reducing the width of openings, because new

2 In this case, however, the turnround of wagons operating between Haiphong and Hanoi was

assumed to be 2 days, meaning that the annual single trip capability per wagon is 300 (based on 300

operating days per year)..
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bridges come with much larger spans thereby requiring a lesser number of abutments which
account for the sizes of openings.

Prestressed concrete bridges with span lengths of 6-15 metres are strongly
recommended. The main girders can be precasted in the factory and transported to the
construction site by rail. The girders are then assembled on site to form a ballast deck
before being positioned on the abu1:ments. For longer span lengths of 20-40 metres, in site
casting of post-tensioned U-shaped bridge sections could be introduced with substantialbenefits. 

Based on current SRT cost data, the average cost per metre length of prestressed
concrete bridges is US$ 11,000. Application of this unit rate to the relevant bridge lengths
results in the total costs shown in Table 14.

Table 14: Cost of Bridge Repacement, TAR links in Myclnmar

TAR Link Line Section Length of Bridges
(m)

COST

(US$ million)

8.1

Yangon-Mandalay 3,653 x 0.7 =

2,557
28.1

Mandalay-Myitkyina 2,850 x 0.7 =

1,995
21.9

8.2 Yangon-Motama 1,642 x 0.7 =

1,149

12.6

TOTAL 5,701 62.6

7.2 Network Upgrading to Increase Axle Load Limits

In Section 4, it was recommended that a 15 tonne axle load limit should be
adopted throughout the metre gauge portion of the TAR network in the subregion. This
recommendation was made having regard for the prevailing gross weights of modern six
axled locomotives and of standard container flat wagons carrying two ISO 20ft containers.
The following sub-sections outline the physical requirement and associated cost of a works
programme to achieve compliance with this standard in each participating country.

7.2.1 Thailand

A works programme to increase the axle load carrying capacity of the TAR links
nominated for Thailand will not be necessary, as all of the nominated links (T.1- T.5) are
currently capable of carrying the the recommended 15 tonne axle load.
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According to JARTS' 1991 Preliminary Study for the Modernization and
Rehabilitation of Viet Nam Railway Trunk lines, the railway network was heavily damaged
during the war which lasted for 15 ~'ears. After the war, the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City link,
being the main artery of land transport, was repaired hastily so that train services could be
resumed without delay. Major repair works included rerailing with 43 kg/m rails, replacement
of many worn-out sleepers with locally-made two-block ordinary reinforced concrete
sleepers, roadbed stabilization at critical locations, bridge repair (involving steel girder
strengthening and/or replacement), and installation of temporary piers as additional bridgesupports, 

etc.

Despite these immediate measures, there remained many works to be done to
secure safety and reliability for the passage of express passenger trains at speeds of 90
-120 km/hr. It was obvious that, the main concern or objective of the rehabilitation program
was to increase the permissible speed of the line, thereby reducing travelling tirne between
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City from 36 to 24 hours or less. The axle load limit was not the
issue as the existing 14 tonnes was adequate for the present traffic.

Upgrading works needed to achieve the above-mentioned line speed
improvements were estimated by JARTS to include: installation of additional 43 kg/m rail
and concrete sleepers; ballast addition; replacement of bridges at the six most critical
locations on the line; replacement of all temporary abutments and piers; rehabilitation of
other bridges; repair of tunnels to protect against rock-falls and further cracking of walls;
roadbed improvement especially in frequently flooded sections; realignment of sections with
sharp curves and steep gradients; and provision of level crossing barriers and warning
signs. No cost estimates for these works were provided in the JARTS report.

The report, however, strongly recommended that, as a long term measure, the
line should be fully upgraded to international standards for metre gauge track which would
include a maximum permissible speed of 120 km/hr, and an axle load limit of 20 tonnes.
Adoption of these standards would require, amongst other things, the use of 50 kg/m rail,
monoblock prestressed concrete sleepers, elastic rail fastenings, continuously welded long
lengths of rail, standard size ballast with sufficient depth, and high speed turnouts.Additionally, 

such an upgrading programme would involve the replacement of all steel
bridges on the line, except 27 welded through-trussed bridges which are designed for a 22
tonne axle load, with prestressed concrete bridges which are insusceptible to saltwater
corrosion. All tunnels would require detailed investigation and permanent repair, and block,
signal, interlocking and communications equipment would also have to be improved.

It appears, however, the rehabilitation work undertaken thus far on the line has
already placed it in a condition suitable for accepting a maximum axle load of 15 tonnes,
provided that speed limits are imposed on sections and structures where the load bearing
condition remains relatively weak. Ultimately, however, there is merit in the JARTS
recommendation that the line should be upgraded to meet the international standards
described above, in that the railway would thereby be made more competitive and
supportive of the economic development of the nation. The preliminary estimate made for
this study indicates that it would cost approximately US$ 510 million to upgrade track,
bridges, tunnels and buildings in order to achieve the above-mentioned operational
standards on TAR Link V.1. Upgrading/modernization of signalling and telecommunications
systems would possibly account for another US $ 200-250 million.
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TAR Link V.2 (the 162 km Hanoi -Dong Dang dual-gauge line) has a theoretical
axle load limit of 14 tonnes. However, according to the 1992 National Transportation Sector
Review for Viet Nam, the condition of track, bridges and tunnels on this line is similar to that
of the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line. Most of the bridges were damaged during the war, and
received only temporary repairs. Among them were 10 bridges between Lang Son and
Dong Dang which were vastly destroyed, and have not been rebuilt. The line, originally built
as a metre gauge line, was later modified in 1960s to become a dual metre/standard gauge
line, without any widening and strengthening of the existing track formation. Consequently,
the roadbed was overloaded and deteriorated within a short period of time. A
recommendation endorsed by the National Transportation Sector Review was that, in order
to save the costs of track renewal and future maintenance, the line should be re-converted
to a metre track gauge. A cost estimate for this work was not provided, but it was estimated
that renewal of track, bridges, tunnels and buildings to meet minimum standards for metre
gauge track would cost some US $ 60 million.

The third proposed TAR link in Viet Nam, Link V.3 (the 102 km Hanoi -Haiphong
line), has an axle load limit of 14 tonnes, and contains 12 bridges, including the historic
Long Bien bridge across the Song Hong river near Hanoi, which was built in 1902 and
damaged several times during the war. According to the National Transportation Sector
Review, the condition of the bridge places it beyond economic repair, and an alternative
solution was proposed to cross the river via the Thang Long bridge located upstream. The
overall condition of the Hanoi-Haiphong line is equally bad. The cost of renewing track and
bridges to put them in safe condition for operation with axle loads of 15 tonnes is estimated
to be approximately US $ 25 million.

The final TAR link proposed for Viet Nam is Link V.4, the 285 km metre gauge
line from Yen Vien, near Hanoi, to Lao Cai on the border with China. This line traverses
mountainous terrain and is subject to frequent landslides and flooding at its lower
elevations. Track condition is described as poor and most of its bridges require extensive
repair, or replacement. Upgrading of this line to meet the minimum 15 tonne axle load
standard is estimated to cost US$ 30 million at 1990 prices, or approximately US$ 38
million at 1995 prices.

7.2.4 Yunnan Province of China

The continuation of TAR Link V.4 into Yunnan Province of China is the 468 km
metre gauge line connecting the border town of Hekou with Kunming, designated TAR Link
Y.3 in this study. It is believed that this line, which is under the control of the Chinese
Ministry of Railways, has recently been rehabilitated, but the adverse topography of the line
limits maximum speeds to only 40-45 km/hr. The axle load limit of the line is understood to
be 18 tonnes which while lower than the standard applying to the 1435 mm gauge in China
is nevertheless well above the 15 tonne standard recommended for the TAR metre gauge
network.

7.2.5 Myanmar

It was reported in the UNDP's 1994 Track Maintenance Planning Study for
Myanma Railways that the overall track condition is very bad. The system overall was
designed only for a maximum permissible load of 12 tonnes and consequently only
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relatively light rail of 25 -37 kg/m was installed in track. Over time weaknesses have been
revealed in the form of undulated wear and breakage of rail. Some 99 per cent of sleepers
are of timber and untreated exce~lt with the application of creosote. They have a short
lifetime and their deteriorated condition, together with widespread use of dog spike
fastenings (on more than 90 per cent of track), means that rails cannot be held in place
securely on much of the system. TI1e entire network suffers from a severe lack of ballast.

It is evident that there will be a need to renew almost the entire network if axle
loads are to be raised from 12 to 15 tonnes or higher. Bearing in mind that some track
rehabilitation works have been unde!rtaken more recently, and that certain track components
might be capable of re-use, the cost estimate in this study is based on 80 per cent of the
total track length.

According to SRT experience, rails and accessories accountror about 40 per cent
of the total track renewal cost, sleepers and rail fastenings 30 per cent, ballast 5 per cent,
and labour 25 per cent. Based on the use of 50 kg 1m rail, in association with a design axle
load of 20 tonnes, the unit cost for track renewal is US $ 280,000 per kilometre of track.
The unit cost reduces to US $ 220,OOO/km when 40 kg/m rails and a 15 tonne axle load are
specified. The Yangon -Myitkyina line (TAR link B.1) comprises a double track from
Yangon to Pyinmana (360 km), and a single thereafter. The double line portion also requires
track renewal.

The estimated total costs of track renewal required to achieve 15 tonne axle loads
are shown in Table 15.

When the cost of bridge replacement (see Section 7.1) is added to the above
costs, the overall cost of system renewal to achieve a 15 tonne axle load standard amounts
to approximately US$ 460 million.

7.3 Network Upgrading to Increase Speeds

The recommended maximum speed for container trains throughout the TAR metre
gauge network is 70 km/hr (see Section 4). With the exception of the Thai system, none
of the participating metre gauge railway systems is capable of achieving that speed. Data
presented in Annex 1 indicate that low speed limits for freight trains apply throughout the
TAR metre gauge network. For example, speed limits applying to freight train operations are
35-40 km/hr in Cambodia, 30-60 km/hr in Viet Nam, 40-45 km/hr on the metre gauge Link
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Y.3 in China, and 32-48 km/hr in Myanmar. Almost without exception, these low speed
limits have been necessitated by the deteriorated state of tracks, bridges, and rollingstock.

If the investment in track and structure upgrading outlined in Section 7.2 were
caffied out, both the axle load and maximum speed requirements recommended for the
TAR metre gauge network would have been fulfilled, provided that locomotives and
rollingstock in a satisfactory state of repair are available for operation.

7.4 Network Upgrading to Expand Line CaDaci!y

Single line, metre gauge track dominates the TAR network in the subregion. With
the exception of the double track 362 km Yangon-Pyinmana section of TAR Link B.1 in
Myanmar and of the double track 90 km Bangkok-Ban Pachi section of TAR link T.2 in
Thailand, all of the TAR network in the subregion is of single track configuration. Depending

upon:

.

the topographical features of these routes (principally prevailing gradients
and line curvature);

.

the spacing and length of tracks for the passing or crossing of trains;

the signalling/safeworking systems in use; and

..

other constraints on operating speeds (such as the condition of track and
bridges, the frequency of road level crossings, the horsepower capacity
and condition of locomotives, and the condition of rollingstock),

the capacity of the single track sections comprising these routes will be the limiting factor
on their ability to transport the international container traffic forecasted for the TAR Corridor.
For this reason, the measurement of line capacity and of the extent and timing of the
required expansion of this capacity is an important element of this study.

Three complementary measures aimed at line capacity expansion were evaluated
in this study -the upgrading of track and structures to achieve a maximum line speed for
freight trains of 70 km per hour, the upgrading of signalling/safeworking systems and the
provision, where necessary, of additional trackage for the crossing (opposing) or passing
(same direction) movement of trains through individual line sections.

In the case of the upgrading of track and bridges for higher speed operation, the
physical improvements required, and their associated costs, would be identical to those
required for increased axle load limits. These were outlined in Section 7.2. Such
improvements would lift the maximum speeds for freight trains from their current levels to
70 km per hour, with a pro-rata increase in average transit, or schedule, speeds which in
turn would increase the daily train throughput capability of individual single line sections.
However, such improvements might not of themselves provide sufficient additional line
capacity to support the projected traffic growth on these sections. Consequently, it might be
necessary to complement them with the construction of additional trackage and/or with
signalling/safeworking system improvements.
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It becomes important, therefore, to assess the extent and timing of any
requirement for line capacity improvements which would be incremental to the speed
improvements resulting from the upgrading of track and bridges.

7.4.1 Method for Calculating Line Capacity Expansion Requirements

Where relevant and where sufficient data were available, such assessments were
made with the assistance of the ESCAP Railway Capital Project Appraisal Model.

The physical facilities planning component of this model (RFACIL) estimates,
among other things, the train crossing capacity requirements on a single track section, given
the number and length of crossing tracks in the section, the maximum daily number of trains
transitting the section in the starting year, the expected growth rate in the daily number of
trains over the forecast period, and the schedule (or average transit) speed of the slowest
train transitting the section.

The model first calculates, for each of the forecast years, the maximum number
of trains expected to pass through the specified line section within a 24 hour period. This
it does by applying a given growth rate to the existing number of trains.

From the daily number of trains it then calculates, by apportionment (and with the
application of a factor to allow for concentrated despatching of trains during peak periods),
the maximum number of trains which can be expected to be within the line section during
the time period taken by the slowest train to transit the section. From the latter figure, the
model calculates the number of crossing tracks required (which is the total number of trains
in the section during the maximum transit period less one). If the spacing of the crossing
tracks determined by this process falls below a specified minimum distance, the model then
indicates that line doubling (ie. the construction of a second track) is required.

The final output of the RFACIL component of the model is a schedule of the
physical trackwork construction (in kilometres) needed to provide the additional train
crossing capacity compatible with forecast traffic growth in the given line section.

At best, the model can only provide a guide to the additional line capacity
needed. It should not be regarded as a substitute for a more detailed assessment of
capacity needs. Such a detailed assessment would allow considerably more refinement
in the estimation process. For example, while the model necessarily has to treat all existing
crossing tracks as optimally located (owing to computer capacity and data limitations), a
detailed assessment perhaps assisted by a single line operational simulation model, would
critically evaluate the locations of all existing crossing tracks. Nevertheless, within these
limitations, the model has the capability of providing a valid indication of train crossing
capacity requirements.

A sample of the output from the model is provided in Annex f to provide an
indication of its capabilities as an analytical tool for line capacity assessment.
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7.4.2 Determination of line Capacity Expansion Requirements in Participating
Countries

Not all of the participating countries supplied adequate data to enable the model
to be used in assessing line capacity expansion requirements on the TAR links within their
territory. In some other cases -for example, where current service frequency was clearly
well below the capacity of lines -it was not considered necessary to run the model.
Nevertheless, an assessment of capacity expansion requirements on all existing TAR links
was attempted, from whatever SOlJrCeS were available, and the results of this assessment
are given below.

7.4.1.2 Traffic Growth Assumptions

In all cases, line capacity was assessed against two alternative traffic growth
scenarios -a "low growth" scenario in which the maximum number of trains operating within
a 24 hour period on each line section would increase by 4 per cent a year, and a "high
growth" scenario in which the maximum daily numbers of trains on each section would
increase by 8 per cent a year. It should be noted that in the case of all TAR links, line
capacity expansion will be justified by growth in the total traffic task and hence all traffic
segments, including containers, can be expected to benefit from capacity expansion. It
therefore becomes difficult, if not impossible, to assign benefits and to attribute costs to
individual traffic segments. Nevertheless, it is possible to conclude that without this capacity
expansion, it is most unlikely that the TAR links could accomodate the potential container
traffic identified in Section 3.

7.4.2.3 Assumptions Related to Schedule Speeds

The model was run with the assumption that the maximum line speed permitted
for freight trains (including container trains) would be increased on all line sections to 70 km
per hour. The schedule speeds resulting from a maximum speed of 70 km per hour were,
for each section, calculated in proportion to the same relationship which exists between
current schedule and current maximum speeds. For example, where currently a 29 km!hour
schedule speed results from a 48 km!hour maximum speed, the new schedule speed was
calculated as 42 km!hour (ie. 29/48 x 70).

Schedule speeds can also be significantly affected by the type of signalling or
block working system in use on a line section. For example, electronic relay interlocking of
points and signals, coupled with colour light signalling, can allow trains to enter crossing
tracks or stations on single line sE~ctions at higher speed, safely and with minimal loss of
momentum.3

However, it was not possible to estimate with confidence the time savings which
would result from the installation of automated signalling/safeworking systems, since these
would very much depend upGn the actual operating circumstances encountered on each

3 Automatic control of points and si!~nals can allow trains to enter station sidings or crossing tracks

without the need to decelerate or indeed come to a complete stop on the mainline.
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line. Instead, it was assumed that the installation of such systems would be required: (a) if
a requirement for line doubling was indicated by a run of the line capacity planning sub-
model, or (b) in the case of traffic growing at the higher forecast rate of 8 per cent, in which
case it was assumed that signalling system improvements on single line sections would be
undertaken at the end of the 20 year forecast timeframe.

7.4.2.3 Assumed Unit Costs of Track Construction
Improvement

and Signalling System

With the exception of the TAR links in Myanmar (for which actual signalling cost
estimates were available), the unit costs of constructing additional trackage for train crossing
purposes and of installing automated signalling on all existing TAR links were based on the
per kilometre costs recently incurred in the construction of a new link line in Thailand (the
Kaeng Khoi Junction to Klong Sip Kao line which provides a connection between the
North/Northeast and East lines, bypassing Bangkok). These were:

Track Construction (including the cost of earthworks, trackwork and bridge
construction comprising not more than 10 per cent of the total route length): US$
1.35 million per kilometre4

Automated Sianal/ina System Installation: US$ 150,000 per kilometre

7.4.2.4 Requirements and Cos1:s by Country

(a) Thailand

(i) Physical Requirements

Line capacity requirements were assessed for the four TAR Links identified north
and east of Bankok, ie. TAR Links T.2- T.5.

The first 90 route kilo metres of all four links consists of a common double trackedsection, 
from Bangkok to Ban Pachi. This section carries 180-200 trains per day and,

despite the recent installation of Centralized Traffic Control (CTC) in the vicinity of Bangkok
and the imminent rerouting of northeastern traffic via the new Kaeng Khoi-Klong Sip Kaoline, 

remains a bottleneck section which is seriously short of capacity. It has received
priority within the SRT's multiple tracking programme for the construction of a third runningtrack. 

For the purposes of this study it was assumed that provision of this third track would
be necessary early in the forecast timeframe.

For the remaining sections of all four TAR Links considered in this Volume, line
capacity requirements were assessed with the assistance of the line capacity planning sub-
model (RFACIL). The physical line capacity expansion requirements identified in this way
have been set out in detail in -Annex 3.3, but are summarized in Table 16, below.

4 This figure falls between the cost of construction in poor soil conditions (requiring stabilization and

piling) of 37.9 million baht (US$ 1.52 million) per kilo metre and the cost of construction in generally good soil
conditions of 22.9 million baht (US$ 0.92 million) per kilometre.
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Apart from the double trac;k section, Bangkok-Ban Pachi (to which reference was
made above), line sections which are particularly short of capacity include those between:
Kaeng Khoi Junction and Map Kabao on TAR Link T.5 (9.2 km); and Ban Pachi and Lop
Buri on TAR Link T.4 (42.9 km). Ail three sections would require the addition of an extra
running track, under either traffic growth scenario, within the next five years. The Kaeng
Khoi-Map Kabao section has the distinction of having the steepest ruling gradient on the
SRT system (2.5 per cent) and the train throughput capacity of the section is severely
limited by the speed and trainload restrictions imposed by this gradient and by the sharp
curves (minimum radius, 180 metres) encountered in the section.

The four TAR links proposed for Thailand have a combined route length of 1,517
km. If train densities on these links were to grow by 4 per cent per annum for the next 20
years, additional running tracks would have to be provided on 343 km, or 23 per cent of the
total route length. However, if train densities were to grow by 8 per cent per annum, the
length of additional running track required would increase to 544 km, or 36 per cent of the
total route length. Included in the figure of 544 km would be 156 km on TAR Link T.5,
between Nakhon Ratchasima and Surin, which could require doubling by 2010 in order to
avoid the emergence of another capacity bottleneck on this link, which would ultimately
connect the mainline from Bangkok to Ubon Ratchathani with the Lao People's Democratic

Republic.

While it was indicated in Section 5.1.3 that the SRT has embarked on a
programme of line capacity expansion involving the construction of an additional 234 km of
track by 1997, and an additional 2,510 km of track by 2000, it is not certain that all of the
line capacity expansion requiremen'ts identified in this study will be accomodated within this
programme. It is therefore suggested that these identified requirements and their timimg
should be cross checked with the (jetail of the SRT's programme.

(ii) Costs

The physical requirements for line capacity expansion identified in the foregoing
section were costed at the unit rates given in sub-section (iii), above, resulting in the cost
estimates shown in Table 17. A detailed schedule of these cost estimates appears in
Annex 3.3.
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Table 17: Estimated Costs of Line Capacity Expansion, TAR Links in Thailand
(USS million)

TAR link Forecast Timeframe

1996-
2000

2001-
2005

2006-
2010

2011-
2015

TOTAL
1996-2015

4%
Grth

8%
Grth

4%
Grth

8%
Grth

4%
Grth

8%
Gr1h

4%
Grth

8%
Grth

4%
Grth

8% Grth

T.21T.41T.5
(Common Section)

Track Construction
Signalling

Sub-Total

121.5
13.5

135.0

121.5
13.5

135.0

121.5
13.5

135.0

121.5
13.5

135.0

T.2

Track Construction

Signalling
Sub-Total

9 47.8
25.2
73.0

47.3
25.3
72.6

7.4
73.8
81.2

10.8
1.2

12.0

49.2
98.3

147.5

66.0
100.2
166.2

73.0
73.01.9

T.3

Track Construction
Signalling

Sub-Total

0.1 0.1 0.5
0.1
0.6

82.6
18.0

100.6

18.5
14.5
33.0

0.7
27.9
28.6

19.8
42.5
62.:1

82.7
49.5

132.2
8.5
8.5

23.0
23.00.1 0.1

T.4

Track Construction

Signalling
Sub-Total

96.0
23.0

119.0

210.5
50.1

260.6

114.5
27.1

141.6

210.5
50.1

260.6

210.5
50.1

260.6

T.5

Track Construction
Signalling

Sub-Total

12.8
2.8

15.6

140.5
32.5

173.0

257.6
61.2

318.8

177.4
42.0

219.4

5.4
1.6
7.0

2.72.6

5.3

4.1
0.5
4.6

192.9
47.4

240.3

407.6
95.8

503.4

TOTAL 269.7 568.7 144.1 492.4 325.0 96.7 106.9 39.6 845.7 2043.1

(b) Cambodia

Owing to the continuing security problem and the depleted condition of the railway
in Cambodia, only an alternate day mixed train single service is run on both the Phnom
Penh-Battambang-Sisophon (TAR Link C.1) and Phnom Penh-Sihanoukvilie (TAR Link C.2)
lines. It is understood, however, that a container block train comprising 15-16 bogie flat
wagons will run between Sihanoukville Port and Phnom Penh on an "as required"
frequency, commencing in December 1995.

The poor condition of the permanent way and rollingstock restricts schedule
speeds to only about 22 km/hour on both lines (with maximum speeds of only 35-40km/hour). 

The track capacity with the existing speed restrictions was calculated by the
ESCAP study team for both lines at only about 20-22 trains per day.
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There is an urgent need to upgrade permanent way and rollingstock on TAR Link
C.2 in order to provide rail transit times closer to those which can now be achieved by
trucks conveying containers along National Road Route 4 between Sihanoukville Port and
Phnom Penh. In time, there will be a similar requirement to upgrade track, bridges and
rollingstock for higher speed operation on TAR Link C.1.

It is envisaged that the ci'fil works programme to increase axle loads to 15 tonnes
and maximum freight train speeds to 70 km/hour, as outlined in Section 7.2, will be sufficient
to meet competitive transit time targets for both TAR routes in Cambodia. For example,
lifting of the schedule speed between Sihanoukville and Phnom Penh from 22 km/hour to
42 km/hour (compatible with a 70 km/hour maximum speed) would reduce the rail transit
time from 12 hours currently to only 6 hours 15 minutes -which would be more competitive
with the 4 hour transit time for trucks.

The effect of a 42 km/hour schedule speed on line capacity would be to increase
the maximum number of trains which can be operated per day on both routes to 37-40.
Clearly, this capacity would be more than sufficient to accomodate traffic growth at the rate
of 8 per cent per annum for the next 20 years, or even at rates averaging up to 12 per cent
per annum over the same timeframe. No additional trackage would be required to facilitate
train crossing, but it is likely that signalling system improvements will be required towards
the end of the forecast period, at an estimated cost for TAR Links C.1 and C.2 of US$ 38.1
million and US$ 50.6 million respectively.

(c) Viet Nam

The availability of only partial information on line section length and train density
by line section precluded the testing of the adequacy of line capacity on all TAR links in Viet
Nam, except Link V.3 (Hanoi-Haiphong). The operation of local trains, which account for a
majority of the trains operating on the TAR links, is scheduled by the responsible Railway
Union and details of these schedules are not available at the headquarters of the Viet NamRailways.

Nevetheless, the requirements for line capacity expansion on TAR Link V.3 were
tested with the assistance of the ESCAP Railway Capital Project Appraisal Model.

(i) Physical Requirements

On the single track Link V.3, between Hanoi and Haiphong there are 5 stations
at which trains may cross, the minimum track length for crossing purposes being 476
metres.

The train operating graph provided by the Viet Nam Railways indicates that the
schedule speed of the slowest train over the longest section (21.2 km) is 26 km/hour. Thus,
this line has capacity for 21 trains per day. If the track and bridge upgrading works outlined
in Section 7.2 were carried out and complemented with signalling system improvements,
the schedule speed of the slowest train could be expected to increase to 42 km/hour, and
line capacity would increase to 33 trains per day, without any increase in the number of
crossing stations on the line.
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Currently, the line carries a maximum of 6 train pairs per day (3 passenger and
3 freight). On the assumption that train schedule speeds would increase following
permanent way improvements, traffic growth at the rate of 4 per cent per annum would not
result in a need for additional train crossing stations. However, traffic growth at the rate of
8 per cent per annum under the same speed assumptions would result in a need for an
additional 2 crossing stations to be provided by 2010.

Ultimately, this track expansion work would need to be complemented by
signalling system improvements, most probably involving the installation towards the end
of the forecast period of relay interlocking and colour light signalling throughout the line.

(ii) Costs

The cost of constructing two additional crossing loops, with lengths of 500 m each,
on TAR Link V.3 was estimated as US$ 1.35 million (see detailed schedule of cost
estimates in Annex 3.4). This work would need to be undertaken during the period 2006-
2010, in order to provide sufficient line capacity to handle traffic growing at the rate of 8 per
cent per annum. Additionally, signalling system improvements for the entire line costing US$
10.30 million could be needed during the same period, giving a total cost for line capacity
expansion of US$ 11.7 million.

(d) Yunnan Province of China

On the basis of information supplied by the Yunnan Railway General Corporation
and obtained from a Chinese Railways system map, the Kunming-Hekou metre gauge line
would have a theoretical capacity for only 30-37 trains per day, yet it appears that the line
is already handling about 46 trains per day. Calculations performed with the assistance of
the ESCAP Railway Capital Project Appraisal Model suggest that double tracking is an
immediate priority on this line, but it is understood that any decision to upgrade the capacity
of the line will be taken in the context of its probable re-construction to 1435 mm gauge
standards.

(e) Myanmar

(i) Physical Requirements

Line capacity requirements were assessed for the Yangon-Mandalay-Myitkyina
line, designated as Link 8.1 in the TAR network.

The first 362 km of this link, ie. the section from Yangon to Pyinmana, is of double
track construction. Despite the fact that the Myanma Railways has calculated its capacity at
only 80 trains per day, it is likely that this section would offer a significantly greater capacity
if the upgrading works detailed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 were undertaken and if the
remaining line lengths under manual safeworking and mechanical signalling were replaced
with automatic block signalling, enabling existing headways (intervals between successive
trains) to be reduced. It is unlikely that additional passing tracks would need to be provided
in this double line section. Currently train density in this section is about 26 per day, and
growth at the "high" rate of 8 per cent per annum would result in a train density of 121 per
day by 2015 which could easily be accomodated by the improvements already mentioned.
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The remaining 801 km, from Pyinmana to Myitkyina, is of single track
construction, with mainly manual safeworking and mechanical safeworking systems in place
throughout. The line from Pyinmania to Myitkyina was divided into 5 sections -Pyinmana to
Yamethin (80 km), Yamethin to Thazi (50.7 km), Thazi-Mandalay (127.9 km), Mandalay to
Shwebo (95.0 km) and Shwebo to Myitkyina (447.8 km) -in order to calculate line capacity
requirements. These sections reflect either differing train densities or differing levels of daily
train throughput capacity. The project appraisal model was run for each of these five line
sections and the detailed results are shown in Annex.

Traffic growth at the "'ow" rate of 4 per cent per annum would not in fact result
in a requirement for additional train crossing capacity on any line section within the forecasttimeframe, 

1996-2015, but growth at the rate of 8 per cent per annum would result in a
need to provide additional tracka!~e for train crossing in three out of the five single line
sections assessed. In this case, a total of 12 additional crossing tracks would need to be
provided during the last five years of the forecast period (2011-2015). Six of these crossing
loops would be required in the Shwebo-Myitkyina section of TAR Link 8.1, which appears
to have major capacity problems (see Section 7.3). It is likely that complementary signalling
improvements on Link 8.1 would have to be effected, probably during the period 2007-2015.

(ii) Costs

The cost of constructing twelve additional crossing loops, with lengths of 500 m
each, on TAR Link B.1 was estimated as US$ 8.11 million (see detailed schedule of cost
estimates in Annex 3.5). The cost of signalling system improvements on this line was
estimated at US$ 154.95 million, which when added to the track construction costs, gives
a total for line capacity expansion of US$ 163.1 million.

1.5 Capital Costs of Programme to Construct Missing Links in the TAR

The realization of a continuous Tans-Asian Railway network in the subregion
depends vitally on the construction of missing links, totalling about 3,200 km. The estimated
capital costs of the construction of these links are shown in Table 18, below.

With the exception of the costs of constructing missing links in China, the above
cost estimates were based on the unit construction cost of the newly completed Kaeng Khoi
Junction to Klong Sip Kao Line in Thailand. This line was considered to most closely
represent the standards to be adopted for future development of the TAR network. (It will
be noted that the unit costs of new line construction can vary within a wide range,
depending upon the condition of the subsoil, the number and length of bridges and/ortunnels, 

the number of stations ancj sidings and the type of signalling/safeworking systememployed). 
The all inclusive unit (;onstruction cost for this line was US$ 1.5 million per

kilometre.
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Table 18: Capital Costs of TAR Missing Link Construction

~

Country/TAR 

link

Section

Length (Km) Estimated Cost
(U5$ million)

Thailand

T.4 284 426.0

T.5

Nakhon Sawan-Mae Sod

Ubon Ratchathani-Chong Mek 90 135.0

T.6Denchai-Chiang 

Rai 270 405.0

Mae Sai-Chiang Rai 60 90.0

Cambodia

C.1 48 72.0

C.3

Sisophon-Poipet

Phnom Penh-Loc Ninh (Viet Nam) 305 457.5

or

C.4 Phnom Penh-Svay Rieng 135 202.5

Viet Nam Ho Chi Minh City-Cambodian Border 105 157.5

China

Y.1

Xiangyun-Jinhong

627 1134.9

Jinghong-Shangyong

94 170.1

141

255.2

Y.2

Jinghong-Daluo 

(Myanmar)

Dali-Kachang/Houqiao (Myanmar) 330 597.3

Lao PDR 30 45.0

765.0510

Vientiane-Nong 

Khai (Thailand)Vientiane-Boten 

(Border with China)

Pakse-Chong Mek (Thailand) 30 45.0

Myanmar

8.1 100 150.0

8.2 166 249.0

292.5B.3

Myitkyi na-Kac:h a ng/Houq iaoThaton-Myawaddy

Daluo- Tachilek 195

TOTAL

3,215 5,192.0

Notes: (1) Y.2 Kunming-Dali (380 km) not inlcuded, as construction already underay.

(2) Total excludes cost of constructing Link C.3 which is an alternative to Link C.4
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In the case of new TAR lirlks in China, unit costs were based on the current cost
estimates for the Xiangyun-Shangyong line construction project, as supplied by the Yunnan
Railway General Corporation. The unit cost for the latter project (US$ 1.81 million/km) reflect
construction of an electrified line to 1435mm gauge standards.

The Kaeng Khoi Junction to Klong Sip Kao line was constructed to the following
specifications and standards:

........

Single line, 1000 mm gauge track
20 tonne axle load
120 km/hr maximum speed
1000 metre minimum radius of curvature
1 per cent maximum gradient
5,100 mm minimum clearance from rail level (structure gauge)
500 metre minimum siding or loop length
Semi-automatic (token less) block, colour light signals and train

despatching telephone

The recent experience of the State Railway of Thailand has indicated that the
percentage distribution, by type, of the costs of new line construction is typically as follows:

.....

Civil works (ernbankments, tunnels and bridges): 50-65%
Track Works (rail/sleeper laying and ballasting): 15-25%

Buildings and utilities: 3-5%
Signalling and telecommunications: 10-15%
Project management: 3-5%

7.6

Requirements of Specialized Container Rollingstock

With the possible (but unlikely) exception of China, none of the countries of the
subregion has an adequate number of specialized container flat wagons in its fleet to be
able to accept large volumes of container traffic, to the extent envisaged in the forecasts
contained in Section 3. Indeed, in the case of the Lao People's Democratic Republic (which
does not currently have a railway system) and Vietnam (which does not possess any
specialized container rollingstock), there would need to be substantial investment in a fleet
of specialized container carrying wagons.

Table 19 contains estimates of the wagon requirements to serve the forecast
demand identified in Section 3. The calculation of these requirements was based on wagon
cycle times reflecting current running speeds and transit times as well as an allowance for
loading/unloading time and time for running maintenance.
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Table 19: Forecast Requirement of Container Wagons for TAR Traffic

Country Route Forecast Year

2000 2005 2010 2015

No.
Required

No.
Required

No.
Required

No.
Required

Cambodia!
Thailand

Bangkok-Phnom Penh 148 225 340

Cambodia Phnom Penh-Sihanoukvilie 55 96 129 173

Vietnam Haiphong-Hanoi 54 79 116 172

China! Vietnam Kunming-Haiphong?? 87 128 188 275

Lao PORI
Thailand

23Laem Chabang-Vientiane 39 56 83

Myanmar Yangon-Manda lay 22 33 48 69

It is assumed that the container wagon fleet requirements identified in Table 19,
above, will be satisfied by new wagon purchases, although it is known that in some cases
(ego in Vietnam) there are opportunities to convert existing general purpose flat wagons for
container transportation. In all cases, the purchase of wagons with capacity to carry at least
a single 45 ft container was assumed, although on some sections of the routes involved,
there could be persuasive arguments in favour of the purchase of wagons with capacity to
carry three 20 ft containers. The unit cost of these wagons was assumed to be US$
80,000.5 The resulting net numbers of wagons required to be purchased and the associated
costs are shown in Table 20.

5 Based on cost of 45 ft container wagons supplied to the State Railway of Thailand by China in 1989

(US$ 59,000), inflated at the rate of 5% per annum over the six year period since purchase.
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Table 20: Forecast Container Wagon Purchase Requirement and Cost

Country IRoute/No./Cost Purchase Period

1996-
1999

2000-
2004

2005-
2010

2011.
2015

TOTAL,
1996-2015

CambodiafThailand

Bangkok-Phnom Penh

148
11.84

No. Wagons to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

77
6.16

115
9.20

340
27.20

Cambodia

Phnom Penh-Sihanoukvilie

55
4.40

No. Wagons to be purchased

Cost (US$ million)

41
3.28

33
2.64

44
3.52

173
13.84

Viet Nam

Haiphong-Hanoi

37
2.96

56
4.48

172
13.76

No. Wagons to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

54
4.32

25
2.00

ChinaNiet Nam

Kunming-Haiphong (???)

87
6.96

No. Wagons to be purchased

Cost (us$ million)

41
3.28

60
4.80

87
6.96

275
22.00

Lao PDRfThailand

Laem Chabang-Vientiane

23
1.84

83
6.64

No. Wagons to be purchased

Cost (us$ million)

16
1.28

17
1.36

27
2.16

Myanmar

Yangon-Mandalay

No. Wagons to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

22
1.76

11
0.88

15
1.20

21
1.68

69
5.52
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7.7

Locomotive Requirements

Transportation of the container volumes forecast for the Trans-Asian Railway
network of the Greater Mekong Area subregion (as identified in Section 3) would also
require investment in new locomotives. The required number of locomotives was calculated
by dividing the number of locomotive hours needed to operate container block trains
(consisting of 30 bogie flat wagons each carrying equal to two 20 ft containers) on the TAR
links by the typical number of available hours per locomotive per year.6

The detailed calculations of locomotive requirements are given in Annex 5, and
the number required in each of the four reference years of the forecast timeframe is shown
in Table 21, below.

Table 21: Forecast Requirement of Locomotives for TAR Container Traffic

Country Route Forecast Year

2000 2005 2010 2015

No.
Required

No.
Required

No.
Required

No.
Required

Cambodia!

Thailand
Bangkok-Phnom Penh

1

2 3

Cambodia

Phnom 

Penh-Sihanoukville

111

2

Vietnam

Haiphong-Hanoi

1

1

2 3

China! 

Vietnam Kunming-Haiphong?? 1 2 3 4

Lao PORI
Thailand

Laem Chabang-Vientiane

111

2

Myanmar Yangon-Manda lay

11

2

These calculations assume that, that for all routes, only a single locomotive would
be required to haul container trains. In fact, there may be some steeply graded line sectionswhich 

might require the assignment of "helper locomotives" over short distances, but these
are not expected to result in a full time requirement for additional locomotives.

Additionally, it was assumed that the locomotives purchased would have a power
rating of at least 2500 HP, and possibly as high as 3000 HP I giving them sufficient capacityto 

haul trailing loads of at least 1200 tonnes (ie. the typical trailing load of a 30 wagon block

6 In this case, the calculation "available hours" per year assumes that a locomotive will typically be

available for revenue earning service for 80 per cent of the total operating hours per year, ie. Available
hours = 300 days per year x 24 hours x availability rate of 80%. The time for which locomotives would not

be available (ie. the portion of 20%) would be dedicated to routine maintenance and overhaul, servicing and

unplanned operational delays.
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container train). The unit purchase cost of 3000 HP diesel electric locomotives was
assumed to be US$ 2.5 million. This figure was based on a purchase price of Bht 53.61
million (US$ 2.1 million) recently paid by the State Railway of Thailand for diesel electric
locomotives with a rating of 2538 HP.

The required physical locomotive purchases and associated costs are given in
Table 22.

Table 22: Forecast Locomotive Purchase Requirement and Cost

Country /Route/No./Cost Purchase Period

1996-
1999

2000-
2004

2005-
2010

2011-
2015

TOTAL,
1996-2015

Cambodiarrhailand

Bangkok-Phnom Penh

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

1
2.50

1
2.50

3
7.50

Cambodia

Phnom Penh-Sihanoukville

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

1
2.50

2
5.00

Viet Nam

Haiphong-Hanoi

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

1
2.50

3
7.50

1
2.50

ChinaNiet Nam

Kunmlng-Haiphong (???)

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

1
2.50

1
2.50

1
2.50

4
10.00

Lao PDR/Thailand

Laem Chabang-Vientiane

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

1
2.50

2
5.00

Myanmar

Yangon-Manda lay

No. Locomotives to be purchased
Cost (US$ million)

1
2.50

2
5.002.50
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7.8 Consolidated Cost of TAR Network Development

Table 23 presents a summary, by category and country, of the capital costs
estimated to be required for the future development of the TAR network in the subregion.

Table 23: Consolidated Capital Costs of TAR Network Development,
Twenty Year Forecast Timeframe, 1996- 2015

(US$ million)

CATEGORY'
Growth Rate

(if applicable)

Upgrade
Outline Gauge I

COUNTRY

Thailand Cambo4:iia Viet Nam ~China Lao PDR ,Myanmar

~l§liij:,

0.3 0.5 0.7

:";1

62.6

Upgrade Axle
Load/Increase

Speed

/37.3 123.0 383.01

~g;I::

Line Capacity
Expansion

645.74% Growth ~;l::

2043.18% Growth 11.7 163.1
...:~11~1:

Missing Link
Construction

1,056.0 274.5 157.5 2157.5 "Co:':"",""';~,!.g8b5.0 691.5

Container

Wagon
Acquisition

27.2* 13.8 13.8 22.0 6.6**r 5.5

::g;p:

LocomotiveAcQuisition 7.5* 5.0 7.5 10.0

5.0..

5.0 ,,;;qi

-:~I~llilil:::

!%!e~!i:\ II~I..
,",c,,"o :_il'II,

:~~IM:I~.I~I~I'

.~!::~
,NI;[

~..~",..~
::::~:~:~:1~:1':;:~M~,jt'

II

.Shared with Cambodia ..Shared with Thailand
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